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Abstracr 

Assous, M.R., V. Bouchitte, C. Charretton and B. Rozoy, Finite labelling problem in event 

structures, Theoretical Computer Science 123 (1994) 9-19. 

In event structures, one of the classical models of parallelism, the concept of nice labelling occurs: 

this consists in attributing label to each event of the structure, in such a way that two different events 

may have the same label if either they are in temporal causality or they are not the initial occurrences 

of incompatible actions. The problem is to minimize the number of labels. In this paper we are 

concerned with event structures admitting a finite nice labelling. We characterize those admitting 

a 2-labelling. Then we prove that for finite event structures the optimization of the labelling is an 

NP-hard problem. Finally, using combinatorial and order-theoretic tools, we investigate some 

special cases. 
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structures, Theoretical Computer Science 123 (1994) 9-19. 

Dans les structures d’evenements, un des modtles classiques du parallelisme, intervient la notion 
d’etiquetage agrtable: celle-ci consiste a attribuer une etiquette a chaque tvbnement de la structure 
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de sorte que deux tvknements peuvent porter la m&me ktiquette, dts qu’ils sont dans une relation de 

causalitt temporelle ou qu’ils ne concernent pas les occurences initiales de deux actions incom- 

patibles dans de diroulement d’un calcul. Le probleme est ici de determiner le nombre minimum 

d’ttiquettes. Nous nous intkressons plus particulitrement aux structures d’tv&nements admettant un 

ktiquetage agrkable fini. Nous caractkrisons celles qui admettent un ktiquetage agrkable sur deux 

lettres. Mais nous dtmontrons qu’en g6nkral dans le cas fini l’optimisation du nombre d’ktiquettes 

est un probleme NP-difficile. Enfin l’utilisation d’outils soit combinatoires, soit issus de la thtorie de 
l’ordre permet d’ktudier quelques cas particuliers. 

1. Introduction 

Event structures were introduced by Winskel [S] as a model for distributed systems. 

The main features of this model are that it is independent of the machines, especially of 

their architecture and of the global states, and that it provides the frame for a general 

study, from the point of view of actions, where order theory is one of the main tools. 

An event structure is a set whose elements are the occurrences of actions, called 

events; the causality as a forced temporal sequence is an order relation on the 

structure. There is a second binary relation which expresses the incompatibility of two 

actions with respect to some run. It is called the conflict relation. 

Moreover, if one needs to consider the actions corresponding to the events, those 

events may be labelled by these actions precisely. More generally, this labelling 

concept is defined independently of the actions and this leads to the concept of nice 

labelling: each event is labelled in such a way that two different events may have the 

same label only if either they are in temporal causality relation or they are not the 

initial occurrences of incompatible actions. 

There are two other models for parallelism which describe equivalently the working 

of a distributed system: 

- The transition system (related to the states of the system). To define a nice labelling 

of the event structure is equivalent to label the transitions by actions with the 

following condition: two transitions associated with the same initial state but with 

two different final states must have two different labels (nondeterminism is not 

allowed). Such transition systems are restricted state systems. 
- The distributed monoids (defined for restricted systems). There is a canonical map- 

ping from the set of states of the system to the set of words built from the sequences 

of transitions used to change states. A given state may be reached from the initial 

state through different sequences of transitions. 

The problem we are interested in arises when studying the equivalence of these three 

different models. 

Problem 1.1. If there is a jinite number of actions then there is a finite nice labelling. 
What about the converse or, more weakly, for which class of event structures does there 
exist a jinite nice labelling? 
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The nice-labelling problem suggests the classical problem of covering a poset by 

chains and hence Dilworth’s theorem (Theorem 1.2). To recall this theorem, some 

definitions are necessary. 

Let (X, <) be a poset. A chain is a totally ordered subset of X. An antichain is 

a subset of X whose elements are pairwise uncomparable. The width of X is the least 

upper bound in N u {co} of the sizes of the antichains of X. The number of covering 

chains is the least number of chains whose union equals X. 

Theorem 1.2 (Dilworth’s theorem). The number of covering chains equals the width 
of the poset. 

One can observe that for an event structure without conflict a nice labelling is 

a chain covering: two events have the same label if and only if they belong to the same 

chain of the covering. Therefore in this case and if the width is finite, there exists a nice 

labelling by Dilworth’s theorem (Theorem 1.2). One approach would be to establish 

the conditions to be fulfilled by an event structure, in order to get a similar result; this 

would give a generalization of Dilworth’s theorem. This point of view is developed in 

Section 2. In Section 3 we prove that the problem of the finite nice labelling is 

NP-complete. In Section 4 we give an example of an event structure that admits 

a finite nice labelling. 

2. The problem of nice labelling 

The following formal definitions appeared in [S] 

2.1. DeJnitions 

An event structure is a triple (E, ,<, #) such that E is the set of events, ,< is a partial 

order on E and # is a binary relation defined on E, called the conflict relation. 

This conflict relation is irreflexive, symmetric and satisfies the following hereditary 
property: 

ve,J;gEE (e#f) and (f<s) 3 (e#s). 

We say that the conflict e#f forces the conflict e# g. 

The structure is said to be finitary if for every element e the set { .XEE 1 x < e} is finite 

(every element has a finite history). Let e and S be two elements in conflict. This 

conflict is said to be minimal if there is no element strictly less than e in conflict with 

f (a symmetrical condition holds by exchanging the roles of e andf); otherwise it is 

said to be inherited. The structure being finitary, every conflict is forced by a minimal 

conflict. Two order-incomparable elements are said to be concurrent if they are not in 

conflict. Two elements are independent if they are concurrent or in minimal conflict. 

An independent set is a subset of E whose elements are pairwise independent. The 
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degree of a structure is the least upper bound in N u {co} of the sizes of the 
independent sets. A labelling of the structure (E, G, #) is a map 1 from E into an 
alphabet A. If A has k elements the labelling is called a k-Zabelling. If e is an element of 
E, A(e) is its label. We say that the labelling is nice if two independent elements have 
different labels. 

2.2. Event structure of degree two 

In [6] there is a conjecture about the existence of nice n-labelling for finitary event 
structures of degree n. The next theorem gives a positive answer when n=2. 

Theorem 2.1. For every jinitary event structure of degree 2 there exists a nice 
24abelling. 

The proof of this theorem relies on the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.2. If (E, <, #) is an event structure of degree 2 then for every element e of E, 
the subset of elements independent of e is a chain. 

Proof. We want to prove that Z(e) = { feE, f independent of e} is a chain. Let f and 
g be two elements of Z(e). For obvious reasons, f and g are not independent. Suppose 
that f and g are in inherited conflict. Let f’ #g’ be the minimal conflict that forces the 
conflict between f and g. 

The relation e <f’ is impossible because this would imply e <f: The comparability 
f’ <e would force an inherited conflict between e and g, so it is impossible. 

If there were a conflict between e and f’ with f’ <f, the conflict between e and 
f would be inherited, which contradicts fEZ( e). Hence, e and f’ are independent. For 
the same reasons e and g’ are also independent, {e, f ‘, g’} is an independent set. This 
contradicts the event structure being of degree 2. The only remaining possibility is 
f and g are comparable. 0 

Remark 2.3. One can extend Lemma 2.2 to any degree n, in the following sense. If E is 
an event structure of degree n, for every eEE the degree of Z(e) is at most n-l. 
Moreover, the nonminimal conflicts in Z(e) are inherited from minimal conflicts 
belonging to Z(e). 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let D(e) be { fEE, f<e} and d(e) be the cardinality of D(e), 
which is finite because the event structure is finitary. 

Let {eO,el,ez, . . ..e., . . . > be an enumeration of E such that i < j implies d( ei) < d( ej). 
Let us notice that such an enumeration is compatible with the order relation, i.e., 
C?i < t?j implies i < j. 

Let A : E-, { a, b >, a #b, be the labelling defined as follows: Set n(e,) = a; for n > 0 let 
f be the least element of Z(e,) (if it exists); if Z(f) is already defined, set n(e,,) # A( f ); if 
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not, set A(e,)=a (in this case Z(e,) =0 or f is not yet labelled). Let us prove by 
induction that A is a nice labelling. 

Suppose that eo, e,, . . . , e, have been nicely labelled and let us consider en+ 1; we 
want to prove that if e and f are two independent elements of ( eo, e,, . . . , en+ I} then 
A(e)#A(f). It is enough to prove it for e=en+i and &{eo, e,, ,..,e”}. By definition, 
&l(e). Let g be the least element of Z(e). Clearly, g <f; so gE{ eo, el, . . . , e,} and it has 
already been labelled. Of course A(e) #A(g), and we have to prove A(f)=A(g). 

By the independence of e and f, if e’ <e then either e’ <for e’ and f are concurrent. 
Let T be the subset of D(e) whose elements are concurrent with J There are two cases: 
l T= 0. This implies D(e) c D(f) and then d(e) 6 d(f). Since f appears before e in the 

enumeration, we have d(f)dd(e). So we get d(e)=d(J) and D(e)=D(f). Concern- 
ing the least element g of I(e), g <j-implies god = D(e), which is a contradiction. 
Then g=fand A(g)=A(j). 

l Tf 0. Let e’E T. Since f and e’ have already been labelled, A( e’) # A(f) by induction 
hypothesis. Let us prove that A(e’)#A(g). If e’ and g are comparable, this leads to 
an immediate contradiction. The conflict g #e’ would contradict the independence 
of g and e. So g and e’ are concurrent and then, by induction hypothesis, 
A(e’)#;l(g). Since there are only two labels, A(f)=A(g) and we are done. 0 

Remark 2.4. One can easily prove that there are at most 2”+’ elements e such that 
d(e)= h. By this property, the description of every element e of E by d(e) induces an 
effective description of E, even in the infinite case. Hence, the previous proof gives an 
algorithm for the nice 2-labelling. 

It is now natural to ask a similar question for higher degrees. 

2.3. Event structures of degree higher than two 

The next example (see Fig. 1) given by Brochet shows that even for n = 3, there exist 
finitary event structures of degrees n without nice n-labelling. There is only one 
minimal conflict: (1,7). One can observe that the degree is 3, whereas every nice 
labelling needs 4 letters: Vertices 1,2 and 3 must have three distinct labels, say a, b and 
c, respectively. Now, to label the other vertices with a, b or c, one has to label 4 with 

4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 

Fig. 1. 
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a (the concurrency of 4 with 2 and with 3 prevents labels b and c), 5 with b (3 and 

4 prevents c and a). In the same way, 6 gets c (4 and 5 prevents a and b). At last for 7, 

the vertex 1 prevents label n, 2 prevents label b and 6 label c. 

From the case given in Fig. 1 one can build other examples with width or height 

arbitrarily large. 

n+l 2n+l 

1 2 n 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. Infinite event structure of degree 4 with minimum nice 5-labelling. 
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(1) For every integer n, there is a finite event structure of degree n such that every 

nice labelling needs at least n+ 1 letters (see Fig. 2). 

(2) For every integer n, there exist infinite event structures of degree n, such that 

every nice labelling needs at least n + 1 letters (see Fig. 3). 

These examples suggest that we study the following notions and ask new questions. 

We call index of E the minimum size of a nice labelling on E. It will be denoted by 

t(E) and its formal definition will be 

z(E)=min{li(E)I:A is a nice labelling on E). 

Let us consider now d : N -+ N u {co} defined as follows: 

o(n)=max(z(E): E is an event structure of degree n}. 

Now we are able to formulate the following questions: 

(1) Is a(n) finite for every n? We have (r(2) = 2 but, from the previous examples, 

a(n)>n+l for every n23. 
(2) If a(n) is finite for every n, is the function g a polynomial? 

(3) If o is not a polynomial, is c increasing as fast as a Ramsey function? 

3. Complexity of the nice-labelling problem 

It is natural to study the finite case. This gives a polynomially intractable problem. 

Consider the following problem, denoted LES. 

Instance: ES =(X, <, #) a finite event structure, k an integer. 

Question: Does there exist a k-labelling for ES? 

Theorem 3.1. LES is NP-complete. 

Proof. LES is clearly in NP. So it remains to prove that LES is equivalent to some 

NP-complete problem, namely, the clique covering number. We shall use the follow- 

ing transformation. Let G = (X, E) be a finite graph; we associate an event structure 

ES(G) with G. 

Each vertex xi of G is represented by an ordered set Pi on three elements yi, zi, ti 

where the only comparisons are yi < ti and yi < Zi. The disjoint sum of the Pi’s gives the 

order relation on ES(G). 

NOW, we define the conflict relation by setting yi # tj iff i < j and (i, j} EE. Note that 

these conflicts are minimal and that yi# tj forces zi # tj and ti # tj, SO the conflict 

relation restricted to T= { ti, XieX) is isomorphic to G (see Fig. 4). 

The transformation can be computed in polynomial time. We have the following 

property: if r(ES(G)) is the index of ES(G) we have z(ES(G))= 1x1 +c, where c is the 

minimum number of cliques required to cover G. Indeed, since in ES(G) the elements 

of a clique for the forced conflict relation can have the same label and (T, #) is 
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Fig. 4. 

isomorphic to G = (X, E), c colours are sufficient to label T. Moreover, we can assign 
the same label to yi and Zi, SO t(ES( G)) < (X [ + c. 

Conversely, suppose we have a minimum labelling for ES(G). If yj and ti have the 
same label, there is no other element with the same label. In this case, we exchange the 
labels of Zi and ti, so we get a new labelling with the same cardinality. Indeed, before 
the exchange, the set of elements having the same label as Zi was of the type 

{Zi,tjl,tj*,...v tjk} with eventually no tj. AS Zi and ti are in conflict relation with the 
same elements, we can assign the same colour to ti, tjl, tj2, . . . . tjk. Then we obtain 
a minimum labelling such that every monochromatic set is either a subset of Yu Z, or 
a subset of Z u T, where Y = { yi > and Z = { Zi}. Since we need 1 YI = 1 X 1 colours to label 
Y and at least c colours to label T, we have i(ES( G)) > 1 X) + c. 

By the fact that the clique covering number problem is NP-complete, the labelling 
of finite event structure is an NP-complete problem. 0 

Remark 3.2. We could use the same transformation to prove that the problem of 
deciding whether the degree is at least k is also NP-complete. It is sufficient to note 
that if the independence number of the original graph G is CI then the degree of ES( G) 
is IX(+cc. 

In the literature one can find graphs such that GL = 2 and cEO(log( n)), for instance 
the complementary graphs of those defined by Tutte [2]. Using them it is possible to 
obtain event structures of degree n+2 requiring 
labelling. 

4. An event structure with a finite nice labelling 

at least n + log n colours for a nice 

In this section our goal is to highlight infinite event structures admitting a finite nice 
labelling. For this purpose we have to prove several combinatorial properties of event 
structures. 

Let us first recall some order-theoretic definition. 
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_ The height of element x of poset (E, <) is the ordinal defined by: 

h(x)= 
0 if x is minimal, 

sup{h(y)+l ly<x} if not. 

_ A level is the set of elements of height p for some ordinal p. 

In the case of a finitary event structure, h(x) is an integer for every x. 

Lemma 4.1. Let (E, d, # ) be a finitary event structure of jinite degree. Then every 

infinite antichain of (E, < ) contains an infinite subset of elements mutually in inherited 

co@ict. 

In the proof we shall use a classical combinatorial result, namely, Ramsey’s theorem 

(Theorem 4.3): Let A be an infinite set. Suppose that the set of pairs [Al2 is 

partitioned into two classes CO and C,. Then there is an infinite subset H, called 

a homogeneous subset, such that either [H] ’ c CO or [H] ’ c C, . 

Proof. Let A be an infinite antichain. The set [A]* of pairs of elements of A is 

partitioned into two classes: the pair {a, b} belongs to class 1 if and only if a and b are 

in inherited conflict (hence {a, b > belongs to class 2 if and only if it is an independent 

set). As the degree of E is finite, there is no infinite subset B of A such that [B] ’ 

is contained in class 2. The conclusion of the lemma follows from Ramsey’s 

theorem. 0 

Theorem 4.2. If (E, <, # ) is a jinitary event structure of jnite degree then each level is 

a finite subset of E. 

Proof. If the above conclusion is false for some level, let us consider the lowest infinite 

level L. By Lemma 4.1, L contains an infinite subset whose elements are pairwise in 

inherited conflict. If a and b are two elements of L, there exists an element m strictly 

less than one in the pair and in conflict with the other one. There can be only a finite 

number k of such elements m which are associated with the pairs {a, b 1 of [L] 2. We 

shall use these k elements m in order to build a partition of CL]’ into k classes. By 

applying Ramsey’s theorem (Theorem 4.3) one gets an infinite subset L’ of L such that 

there exists m’ less than a and in conflict with b, for every pair {a, b} of elements of L’. 

Let a, b and c be three elements of L’; without loss of generality we can suppose that 

they are in the configuration of Fig. 5; a contradiction follows by considering the pair 

{a,c>. 0 

The purpose of this section is to deal with some special event structures which have 

a finite nice labelling; this is a partial answer to Conjecture 3 above. We require 

first some combinatorial tools, especially the finite version of Ramsey’s theorem 

(Theorem 4.3). 

In the following, [Xl” will denote the set of the n-element subsets of the set X. 
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a b c 

m 

Fig. 5. 

Theorem 4.3 (Ramsey’s theorem). If n, k, p are nonnegative integers then there exists an 
integer R(n, k, p) such that if X is a set with at least R(n, k, p) elements and if [Xl” is 
partitioned into k classes then X contains a subset H, called a homogeneous subset, with 
at least p elements such that [H]” is contained in one class. 

Theorem 4.4. Let E be an in$nite jnitary event structure of finite degree. Zf E has 
a finite number of minimal conflicts then the width of E is finite. 

Proof. An outline of the proof follows: if the width is infinite, there are antichains with 

arbitrarily large size. By using the finite version of Ramsey’s theorem, we will exhibit 

a quite large antichain J whose elements are pairwise in inherited conflict. Then, by 

using again this version of Ramsey’s theorem, we will consider a subset {a, b, c} of 

J associated with the same minimal conflict and obtain a contradiction. 

Let 4 be the number of initial conflicts and p the degree of the structure. Let n > p be 

an integer. Assume that there is in E an antichain A with at least R(2,2, n) elements. 

By Ramsey’s theorem (Theorem 4.3) this chain contains a subset J of cardinality 

greater than n, whose elements are in inherited conflict pairwise. In order to see this, 

partition the pairs of A into two classes according to the fact whether the elements of 

the pair are in inherited conflict or not (in the second case, the two elements are 

concurrent or in minimal conflict). Then there exists a homogeneous subset J with at 

least n elements. Since p is the degree of the structure E and p < n then J corresponds 

to the first class of the partition. In other words, it is composed of at least n elements 

which are in inherited conflict pairwise. 

Now take n = max { p, R(2,2q, 3)) ( we must assume that the antichain A has at least 

R(2,2, max {p, R(2,2q, 3)))). Since E is well-founded, for every pair {a, b} of elements 

of J, there is a pair {m, 1) of elements below which the elements are in minimal conflict. 

Without loss of generality, we can assume that m < a and 1 d b. Observe that there is 

a conflict between m and b. We can associate with {a, b j this element m. Since the 

number of minimal conflicts is q, we can define a partition of [J] ’ in k classes with 

k B 2q. By Ramsey’s theorem, since J has n elements and n > R(2, 2q, 3) 2 R(2, k, 3), 
there exists a subset H of J, of cardinality at least 3, such that [HI2 is contained in 

a single class of the partition. Let m be the element which was used to define this class 

and let us consider 3 elements a, b and c of H. For every pair {x, y } of {a, b, c >, the 

element m is in conflict with, say, x, and less than y. For instance, m # a and m d b; 
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therefore by considering the pair {b, c}, we have m # c. Then by considering the pair 

{a, c}, we have (m# a and m# c) which is in contradiction with (mda or mdc). 

Therefore, the antichains of E have no more than R(2,2, max {p, R(2,2q, 3))) ele- 

ments: The width of E is finite. 0 

Theorem 4.5. Let E be an injinite jinitary event structure of finite degree. If there are 

jinitely many number of minimal conflicts in E then there is a finite nice labelling. 

Proof. From the previous theorem the width of the structure is a finite number q. So we 

can apply Dilworth’s theorem (Theorem 1.2): there are q chains which cover E. We can 

define a nice labelling in which each label corresponds to a chain of the covering. 0 

Theorem 4.6. There is a function 4 : N x N -+N such that if E is of degree p and has no 

more than q minimal conjlicts then its index z(E) is bounded by 4(p, q). 

Proof. On the one hand, the fact that E is infinite is not used in the proof of Theorem 

2.1 and on the other, one can prove that the width of E is bounded by 

k= R(2,2, max {p, R(2,2q, 3)}), which is independent of the cardinality of E. By 

Dilworth’s theorem there is a nice k-labelling. Cl 

5. Conclusion 

The finite nice-labelling problem appears in the framework of the problem of 

equivalence of different models of concurrent systems. In this paper we have con- 

sidered only the combinatorial aspect of this problem. There are questions (asked in 

this paper) which remain unsolved such as the increasing behaviour of the function 

CJ defined in Section 2. We think that the investigation of the properties of s requires 

more sophisticated combinatorial tools. Another approach should be the character- 

ization of event structures that admit a nice n-labelling. 
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